There are several social media posts planned in support of the Special Enrollment Period (SEP) on the kynect Facebook and Twitter accounts during March and April.

We encourage you to re-share these posts to help make more Kentuckians aware of this additional opportunity to get covered. kynector organizations can also re-share CMS SEP Facebook and Twitter posts as they become available. Please remember not to screenshot or download kynect images in order to create your own social media posts.

HealthCare.gov individual plan rates are set annually for the full plan year, so the rates available during the SEP are the same as the plan rates that were offered during the last Open Enrollment Period. However, if a Resident has had a birthday since Open Enrollment and enrolls in a new policy, their premium may reflect their older age.

Currently, 9 out of 10 consumers enrolled in a plan through HealthCare.gov receive some financial assistance. All of the plans available at HealthCare.gov cover essential health benefits, such as primary care visits, and cover many additional preventative care services with no out-of-pocket costs.